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  Rates and FX Themes/Strategy 
 
• A turn in the overall risk sentiment saw UST yields go higher overnight, 

with the curve steepening mildly. We maintain our range-trading view 
and expect the 10Y UST yield to be capped at around 2.95% on a multi-
week horizon. The 2s10s segment may still trade with a flattening bias 
as market likely holds onto rate hikes expectations. Liquidity stayed 
ample, with the usage at the Fed’s o/n reverse repo facility rising to 
USD2.04trn on Monday.  
 

• ECB Lagarde said the expected end of APP would allow the central 
bank “a rate lift-off at our meeting in July”, and the central bank is 
likely to exit negative interest rates “by the end of Q3”. These 
comments essentially point to one 25bps hike each at the July and 
September meetings, which will leave room for further hikes at the 
October and December meetings. We expect at least three hikes this 
year, with the potential for an additional hike making the total to four. 
EUR OIS increased its pricing to 125bps, which looks roughly fair to us 
given that the market has tended to be running ahead. 

 

• IndoGBs saw another day of buying interests on Monday. From here, 
we wait to see if there is pent-up demand unfolding for IndoGBs after 
a slew of below-target issuances. There was a huge batch of foreign 
outflows on one of the recent days upon maturity; it is unclear as to 
whether foreign investors were too bearish to re-invest, or there was 
simply a lack of supply. On the policy front, our economist expects BI 
to deliver a rate hike as soon as at the May MPC meeting. 

 

• USD/SGD.   SGD NEER is trading at around 1.46% above mid-point this 
morning, a tad below Monday close. The relatively high position of the 
SGD NEER may limit the downside to USD/SGD; at current market 
levels the upper end of the SGD NEER band corresponds to 1.3730 for 
USD/SGD. Further out, support sits at the 50DMA of 1.3706, while 
resistance is at 1.3850. 

 

• China plans additional tax relief totalling CNY140bn, underpinning our 
view that the stimulative fiscal policy will prevent CGB yields from 
falling materially. We maintain our long-held expected range for 10Y 
CGB yield at 2.70-2.90%. On the FX curve, back-end CNH points 
continue to trade mainly on US rate movements, which fell overnight 
on higher US yields. As we expect range-trading with a mild upward 
bias in US yields, and with the RMB sentiment having stabilised, back-
end CNH points shall also mostly consolidate with a mild downward 
bias. The offshore PBoC bills auction was well received; the supply 
represented a rollover which should not have affected CNH liquidity.  
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This publication is solely for information purposes only and may not be published, circulated, reproduced or distributed in whole or in part to any other person without 

our prior written consent. This publication should not be construed as an offer or solicitation for the subscription, purchase or sale of the securities/instruments 
mentioned herein. Any forecast on the economy, stock market, bond market and economic trends of the markets provided is not necessarily indicative of the future or 
likely performance of the securities/instruments. Whilst the information contained herein has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable and we have taken 
all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in this publication is not untrue or misleading at the time of publication, we cannot guarantee and we make 
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mentioned in this publication may not be suitable for investment by all investors. Any opinion or estimate contained in this report is subject to change without notice. 
We have not given any consideration to and we have not made any investigation of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the recipient or 
any class of persons, and accordingly, no warranty whatsoever is given and no liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss arising whether directly or indirectly as a 
result of the recipient or any class of persons acting on such information or opinion or estimate. 

 

This publication may cover a wide range of topics and is not intended to be a comprehensive study or to provide any recommendation or advice on personal investing 
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be related to, and receive fees from, providers of such investment products. There may be conflicts of interest between OCBC Bank, Bank of Singapore Limited, 
OCBC Investment Research Private Limited, OCBC Securities Private Limited or other members of the OCBC Group and any of the persons or entities mentioned in 
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